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A B S T R A C T   

Objective: Pre-existing health anxiety is associated with an intensified affective response to the novel COVID-19 
pandemic in the general population. Still, results on the reaction of people with a diagnosis of pathological health 
anxiety (i.e., hypochondriasis) are scarce. 
Methods: In the present study, we investigated the course of (health) anxiety related to SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 in 
comparison to (health) anxiety related to other severe diseases (e.g., cancer) in a sample of 12 patients with the 
diagnosis of pathological health anxiety during the “first wave” of the COVID-19 pandemic in Germany. Both 
SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety and anxiety related to other severe diseases were assessed weekly over 16 mea-
surement points (30.03.-19.07.2020) and primarily analyzed with fixed effects regression analyses. 
Results: Unexpectedly, SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety was on average significantly lower than anxiety related to 
other severe diseases (d = − 0.54, p < .001) and not significantly associated with anxiety related to other severe 
diseases or pre-COVID-19 health anxiety. 
Conclusion: It therefore appears premature to assume that SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety and other health worries 
are necessarily strongly interrelated and comparably high in people with pathological health anxiety.   

1. Introduction 

The COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2) pandemic and related measures to 
reduce virus spreading (e.g., quarantine) are known to trigger and partly 
intensify mental distress (e.g., anxiety) in the general population [1,2]. 
Current research increasingly focuses on investigating risk factors for an 
elevated response to the COVID-19 pandemic [3] and on identifying 
vulnerable groups suffering from higher mental distress. Research in this 
area gained further importance and urgency, as recent large-scale 
studies found a bidirectional association between mental disorders 
and the risk and severity of COVID-19 [4,5]. So far, the research on risk 
factors for higher COVID-19 related mental distress has highlighted ef-
fects of e.g., sociodemographic (e.g., age [1]), psychological (e.g., 
intolerance of uncertainty [6]), personality (e.g., neuroticism [7]), and 

COVID-19-risk-related (e.g., pre-existing somatic conditions [8]) fac-
tors, and has promoted the development of theoretical frameworks on 
the response to the pandemic (e.g., [9]). Several large-scale studies in 
the general population have furthermore confirmed the association be-
tween increasing levels of health anxiety and intensified COVID-19 
related mental distress (e.g., virus anxiety), and cognitive (e.g., atten-
tion to virus-related stimuli) and behavioral responses (e.g., 
reassurance-seeking) [10–16]. 

People with pre-existing mental disorders are thought to be prone to 
increased COVID-19 related stress as they are at risk of showing an 
elevated response to external stressors [17] due to psychopathological 
factors (e.g., anxiety sensitivity [18]), processes (e.g., cognitive evalu-
ation of stressors), and coping strategies (e.g., avoidance). These 
mechanisms could promote an intensification of symptomatology or 
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even a recurrence of previously remitted symptoms [17]. Results so far 
indicate that current and pre-existing unspecified mental disorders and 
specific anxiety-related and mood disorders are associated with higher 
levels of COVID-19- or isolation-related distress [17,19–22]. An inten-
sification of pre-existing symptomatology was partly reported as well (e. 
g., for OCD; [23]). 

People with pre-existing pathological levels of health anxiety (e.g., a 
diagnosis of hypochondriasis) are also considered as a high-risk group 
for increased mental distress in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic 
[24,25]. In line with the cognitive-behavioral model of hypochondriasis 
[26] and current models of somatic symptom perception (e.g., [27]), 
illness− /health-related schemata or symptom expectations (priors) 
could be activated by the pandemic threat and lead to heightened 
awareness for and catastrophic (mis-)interpretation (somatosensory 
amplification; [28]) of benign body sensations (posterior). Thereby 
triggered hypochondriacal safety (e.g., reassurance-seeking) and virus- 
preventive (e.g., hoarding) behavior [10,11,24] may further 
contribute to the maintenance of COVID-19 related anxiety. The detri-
mental association between health anxiety and COVID-19 related 
mental distress, which was observed in the general population [10–15], 
should be especially pronounced in people with pathological health 
anxiety [24]. Quittkat et al. [29], indeed, found a trend towards an in-
crease of health worries (partly retrospectively assessed) in people with 
a self-reported Illness Anxiety Disorder. Longitudinal data of people 
with a diagnosed Hypochondriasis (according to the International Clas-
sification of Mental and Behavioural Disorders (10th ed.; ICD-10; [30])) 
or Illness Anxiety Disorder/Somatic Symptom Disorder (with predomi-
nant health worries) (according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
of Mental Disorders (5th ed.; DSM-5; [31])), which furthermore differ-
entiates between SARS-CoV-2 related worries and worries in relation to 
other severe diseases (e.g., cancer), nevertheless, is still lacking. 

The present study, therefore, aimed at investigating the emotional 
reaction of people with pathological health anxiety throughout the “first 
wave” of the COVID-19 pandemic in Germany. More specifically, we 
were interested in whether the intensity of SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety 
and anxiety related to other severe diseases (e.g., cancer) are compa-
rable and whether they do reciprocally reinforce each other. We hy-
pothesized that patients with pathological health anxiety report 
constantly high levels of SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety, which are com-
parable to levels of anxiety in relation to other severe diseases (e.g., 
cancer) and which are further intensified by pre-COVID-19 health anx-
iety. We further hypothesized that SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety and 
anxiety related to other severe diseases would be strongly positively 
correlated both (a) simultaneously and (b) time-lagged. In detail, we 
assumed that they mutually intensify (or weaken) each other both in the 
same week and across weeks (e.g., from week 3 to week 4). 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Participants 

Participants were patients of two psychotherapy outpatient clinics 
(with specialized treatment units for pathological health anxiety) at the 
Johannes Gutenberg-University (JGU) of Mainz (cases 1–7, 9–12) and at 
the Central Institute of Mental Health (CIMH) in Mannheim (case 8). 

Cases 1–5, and 8 were treated as part of a study in which a new 
cognitive-behavioral treatment approach to pathological health anxiety 
[32] was piloted. These participants were recruited via press releases 
and social media (e.g., Twitter) and were screened for eligibility in a 
personal psychological consultation. Minimum age of 18 years, a diag-
nosis of a DSM-5 Illness Anxiety Disorder/Somatic Symptom Disorder 
with predominant health worries (diagnosed with the structured Diag-
nostic Interview for Mental Disorders (DIPS; [33,34])), and no current 
severe major depression, no substance use while having a substance use 
disorder, no acute suicidality, no acute psychotic symptoms, no in-
dications for organic brain disorders and/or intellectual disabilities and 

no somatic disorders which exclude exposure-based approaches were 
required as eligibility criteria. All six patients provided informed con-
sent to participate in the study. 

Besides, patients, who were already treated in the outpatient clinic 
specialized in the treatment of pathological health anxiety of the JGU, 
were also asked to participate in the weekly assessment. All of these 
patients did have a current ICD-10 Hypochondriacal Disorder (diag-
nosed with the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID; [35])), 
and were neutrally informed about the purpose of the study by their 
therapist without indicating any benefits of participating and any dis-
advantages of non-participation. Of the N = 35 patients being treated on 
behalf of a diagnosis of an ICD-10 Hypochondriacal Disorder in the 
outpatient clinic of the JGU in calendar week 14, N = 7 provided 
informed consent to participate in the weekly assessment prior to 
participation. One participant was excluded, as he participated only in 
one measurement point. 

Of the total N = 12 included patients, N = 8 had missing data on the 
weekly anxiety ratings (missing data rate: about 19% [case 6], 25% 
[case 7], about 38% [case 8], 50% [cases 9, 10], about 56% [case 12], 
about 69% [case 11]), which leads to a total sample missing data rate of 
25.52% each for anxiety related to SARS-CoV-2 and to other severe 
diseases. Case 5, furthermore, lacked a value for pre-COVID-19 health 
anxiety (total sample missing data rate of 8.33% for pre-COVID-19 
health anxiety). As this study was conducted in a naturalistic setting, 
all patients were in different treatment phases and treated by different 
therapists (for information on sample characteristics see Table 1). All 
included participants sought for help because of health worries typical 
for people with pathological health anxiety (e.g., cancer and cardio-
vascular diseases; [36,37]). 

Data collection was carried out from the 30th of March (calendar 
week 14) to the 19th of July 2020 (calendar week 29) in the “first wave” 
of the COVID-19 pandemic in Germany with N = 57,298 (30th of March) 
and N = 201,574 (19th of July) registered cumulated SARS-CoV-2 in-
fections, and N = 4751 (30th of March) and N = 202 (19th of July) 
newly-registered SARS-CoV-2 infections [38,39]. Germany was mainly 
considered as passing well through the “first wave” of the COVID-19 
pandemic, especially due to a sufficient, well-resourced health care 
system, early set containment measures (e.g., restriction of contact from 
22nd of March 2020), and a broad testing strategy [40]. Although 
therefore being able to contain COVID-19 related deaths during the “first 
wave” of the COVID-19 pandemic, especially in comparison with highly 
affected countries, such as Italy, Germany still ranked in the upper half 
of European countries, in terms of daily reported new infections and new 
deaths per million inhabitants [41]. 

All procedures were performed in accordance with the 1964 Helsinki 
Declaration and its later amendments. Written informed consent was 
obtained from all participants. An approval by the local ethics com-
mittee of the Johannes Gutenberg-University of Mainz was obtained in 
relation to the study in which a new cognitive-behavioral treatment 
approach to pathological health anxiety [32] was piloted (2019-JGU- 
psychEK-011). 

2.2. Measures 

2.2.1. Pre-COVID-19 health anxiety 
Pre-COVID-19 health anxiety was assessed with the German version 

of the Whiteley-Index (WI) [42,43]. The WI comprises 14 dichotomous 
items, which can be aggregated to a sum score (proposed cut-off for ICD- 
10 Hypochondriacal Disorder: 8 affirmative ratings; [42]). The reli-
ability and validity of the WI can be considered as good in both non- 
clinical and clinical samples [42,44,45]. 

2.2.2. Weekly anxiety ratings 
Participants weekly rated the intensity of anxiety related to SARS- 

CoV-2 (incl. COVID-19) and to other severe diseases (not COVID-19; e. 
g., cancer). Two previously used items [10,11] were adapted and 
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administered with a seven-point scale from not afraid at all (0) to very 
much afraid (6): “Last week, I was not afraid at all (0) / very much afraid 
(6) to be infected with the novel SARS-CoV-2 virus (including possible 
secondary diseases, e.g., COVID-19) / to have another severe disease 
(not COVID-19; e.g., cancer).”. 

2.3. Statistical analyses 

A dependent (paired) samples t-test with bias-corrected and accel-
erated (BCa) bootstrap intervals was performed to test for a difference 
between SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety and anxiety related to other severe 
diseases. 

The association between (t-1 lagged) SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety 
and (t-1 lagged) anxiety related to other severe diseases, and a further 
intensification of SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety by pre-COVID-19 health 
anxiety were analyzed with panel data analysis methods, i.e., fixed ef-
fects regression and hybrid models (based on Allison [46]). Fixed effects 
regression models divide the unobserved, individual heterogeneity in 
two error terms, one for the intra-individual varying unobserved vari-
ables (εit), and one for the unobserved variables, which are time- 
invariant and allowed to correlate with the observed variables (=
fixed; μi) [46]. By including a fixed error term, the fixed effects regres-
sion model can adjust for differences between cases and thus quite 
accurately and statistically robustly model the within-person effects, i.e., 
the association between (t-1 lagged) anxiety related to SARS-CoV-2 and 
other severe diseases within one person. The effect of time-invariant 
variables (e.g., age) cannot be separately analyzed. The equations for 
the fixed effects regression models on SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety with 
(t-1 lagged) anxiety related to other severe diseases (Eqs. (1) and (2)) as 
main predictors, and on anxiety related to other severe diseases with (t-1 
lagged) SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety (Eqs. (3) and (4)) as main predictors 
are provided in the following (measurement t, person i). As shown in 
Eqs. (2) and (4), the t-1 lagged dependent variables were included in the 
fixed effects regression models with the t-1 lagged main predictors. 

Anxiety SARSit = β1Anxiety Diseasesit + μi + εit (1)  

Anxiety SARSit = β1Anxiety SARSit− 1 + β2Anxiety Diseasesit− 1 + μi + εit

(2)  

Anxiety Diseasesit = β1Anxiety SARSit + μi + εit (3)  

Anxiety Diseasesit = β1Anxiety Diseasesit− 1 + β2Anxiety SARSit− 1 + μi + εit

(4) 

A further intensification of SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety by pre- 
COVID-19 levels of health anxiety was examined with a hybrid model, 
again based on the recommendations by Allison [46]. In this hybrid 
model, both time-invariant (i.e., pre-COVID-19 health anxiety) and 
time-varying predictors (i.e., anxiety related to other severe diseases), 
the latter both as person-specific means and as deviations from person- 
specific means, are included. 

All models were examined for heteroscedasticity (via a Stata module 
by Baum [47]), and serial correlation (based on Drukker [48], which 
uses the test for serial correlation by Wooldridge [49]). If indications for 
heteroscedasticity or serial correlation were found, robust standard er-
rors according to Hoechle [50] (based on specifications by White [51]) 
were calculated. All analyses were performed with Stata. Both the data 
and the script of the fixed effects and hybrid regression models are 
provided on OSF (osf.io/cmkb5). 

3. Results 

3.1. Level and variability of SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety 

Fig. 1 depicts the course of anxiety related to SARS-CoV-2 and other 
severe diseases during the studied period both on individual and sample 
level. Participants reported significantly less anxiety (difference BCa 
95% CI [− 1.23, − 0.53]; t = I4.83I, p < .001, d = − 0.54, d BCa 95% CI 
[− 0.77, − 0.30]) related to SARS-CoV-2 (M = 1.75, SD = 1.85) than 
related to other severe diseases (M = 2.67, SD = 1.61). As shown in the 
visual analysis, both SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety (iSD = 0.83) and 
anxiety related to other severe diseases (iSD = 1.01) showed some 
intraindividual variability over the study period, which was descrip-
tively higher for anxiety related to other severe diseases. 

3.2. Mutual associations of anxiety related to SARS-CoV-2 and other 
severe diseases 

No significant effect of anxiety related to other severe diseases (non- 
lagged: b = 0.05, SE = 0.08, b 95% CI [− 0.11, 0.22], p = .50; t-1 lagged: 
b = 0.06, SE = 0.06, b 95% CI [− 0.07, 0.19], p = .33) on SARS-CoV-2 
related anxiety and vice versa of SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety (non- 

Table 1 
Participant information.  

Case Sex Age Education Profession Session Therapist Pre- 
COVID-19 
HA 

M Anxiety 
SARS-CoV-2 

M Anxiety 
Other 
Diseases 

Comorbid diagnoses Initial 
manifestation 

1 Male 28 4 2 0–11 A 10 0.07 2.53 – 2010 
2 Male 24 3 1 1–14 A 10 0.13 1.25 – 2011 
3 Male 37 3 2 1–15 A 7 1.19 1.84 Social Anxiety Disorder; Major 

depressive disorder, recurrent, 
in partial remission 

1990 

4 Male 47 3 2 0–15 A 9 2.5 2.94 – 1985 
5 Female 38 3 2 1–15 A – 5.5 5.19 Panic disorder with 

agoraphobia; Major depressive 
disorder, recurrent, moderate 

1996 

6 Male 36 1 2 8–22 B 14 0.69 3.23 – 2004 
7 Female 39 4 5 13–20 C 12 1 4 – 1995 
8 Female 43 4 3 7–16 D 8 1.2 1.6 – 2019 
9 Male 25 2 2 32–41 C 10 2 2.25 Specific phobia 2012 
10 Female 24 3 4 45–56 E 7 1.63 1.75 Specific phobia 2014 
11 Female 67 2 6 0–6 A/F 6 1 1.2 Alcohol use disorder 2013 
12 Male 56 2 2 34–41 E 9 3.57 2.57 – 2016 

Note. Education refers to the highest achieved educational level; coded 1 = primary school or basic school leaving qualification, 2 = secondary school certificate, 3 =
higher education entrance qualification, 4 = university degree. Profession is coded 1 = college student, 2 = employee, 3 = civil servant, 4 = self-employee, 5 = parental 
leave, 6 = pensioner. Session refers to the number of the individual treatment session (defined as a planned therapeutic contact between therapist and patient of 
normally 50 min) of the respective patient during the studied period. Pre-COVID-19 HA (health anxiety) was assessed with the WI. M Anxiety SARS-CoV-2 / Other 
Diseases refers to the mean of anxiety related to SARS-CoV-2 and to other severe diseases over the studied period for each case. 
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Fig. 1. The course of anxiety related to SARS-CoV-2 (incl. COVID-19) and other severe diseases (all cases and cases 1–12).  
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lagged: b = 0.09, SE = 0.12, b 95% CI [− 0.18, 0.36], p = .48; t-1 lagged: 
b = 0.03, SE = 0.12, b 95% CI [− 0.23, 0.28], p = .81) on anxiety related 
to other severe diseases was observed. Only the t-1 lagged value of 
anxiety related to other severe diseases significantly predicted the later 
(t) value of anxiety related to other severe diseases (b = 0.26, SE = 0.07, 
b 95% CI [0.11, 0.41], p = .003); regarding SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety, 
conversely, no significant associations between current and t-1 lagged 
values were found (b = 0.19, SE = 0.14, b 95% CI [− 0.11, 0.49], p =
.19). 

Accordingly, SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety and anxiety related to 
other severe diseases were not significantly associated in the same week. 
Furthermore, SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety in the previous week did not 
significantly predict changes from the previous to the current week in 
anxiety related to other severe diseases. Likewise, anxiety related to 
other severe diseases in the previous week did not significantly predict 
changes from the previous to the current week in SARS-CoV-2 related 
anxiety. Current week’s anxiety related to other severe diseases was 
significantly predicted by last week’s anxiety related to other severe 
diseases. By contrast, there was no significant association between 
current and previous week’s SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety. 

3.3. Robustness and sensitivity of results 

As sensitivity analyses, we repeated the fixed effects regression an-
alyses as shown in Eqs. (2) and (4), but this time excluded the t-1 lagged 
dependent variables from analyses. Furthermore, all fixed effects 
regression models were calculated again with a reduced sample of 
participants without any missing data or with 50% of missing data on 
the weekly assessed predictors (anxiety related to SARS-CoV-2/other 
severe diseases). All previously reported results were confirmed: there 
were no significant associations between (t-1 lagged) SARS-CoV-2 
related anxiety and (t-1 lagged) anxiety related to other severe dis-
eases in these additional sensitivity and robustness analyses. The results 
of the sensitivity analyses are reported and compared with the results of 
the previous analyses on the original data set in Supplementary Fig. 1. 

3.4. Associations of anxiety related to SARS-CoV-2 with pre-COVID-19 
health anxiety 

The hybrid model on SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety confirmed the 

previously reported non-significance regarding the effect of anxiety 
related to other severe diseases on SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety, now 
both on between (b = 0.77, SE = 0.59, b 95% CI [− 0.38, 1.93], p = .19) 
and within level (b = 0.02, SE = 0.07, b 95% CI [− 0.12, 0.16], p = .77). 
There was no significant association between pre-COVID-19 health 
anxiety and SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety (b = − 0.30, SE = 0.22, b 95% CI 
[− 0.73, 0.13], p = .18). 

We also calculated a hybrid model on anxiety related to other severe 
diseases, which again showed no significant association between SARS- 
CoV-2 related anxiety and anxiety related to other severe diseases (be-
tween: b = 0.24, SE = 0.18, b 95% CI [− 0.12, 0.59], p = .19; within: b =
0.04, SE = 0.12, b 95% CI [− 0.21, 0.28], p = .77). In contrast to SARS- 
CoV-2 related anxiety, a significant positive effect of pre-COVID-19 
health anxiety on anxiety related to other severe diseases was found 
(b = 0.29, SE = 0.09, b 95% CI [0.12, 0.47], p = .001). 

In conclusion, while for anxiety related to other severe diseases a 
significant effect of pre-COVID-19 health anxiety was detected, no sig-
nificant association with pre-COVID-19 health anxiety was found for 
SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety. 

4. Discussion 

The present study investigated the course of anxiety related to SARS- 
CoV-2 and to other severe diseases (e.g., cancer) among 12 patients, 
currently being treated for pathological health anxiety, during the “first 
wave” of the COVID-19 pandemic in Germany (end of March – mid-July 
2020). Against our assumptions, SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety was on 
average lower than anxiety regarding other severe diseases and fluctu-
ated in the lower section of the given scale (M = 1.75 on a scale ranging 
from 0 to 6). Descriptively, there was some indication of between-person 
heterogeneity regarding SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety, with some people 
reporting (almost) no SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety (e.g., cases 1, 2, and 
6), while others (e.g., cases 5 and 9) were affected by higher levels of 
virus anxiety. At the same time, intraindividual variability over the 
studied period was at the same time lower than for anxiety related to 
other severe diseases. 

Unexpectedly, we did not detect any significant associations between 
SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety and anxiety related to other severe diseases 
regarding both directions (from “SARS-CoV-2” on “other diseases” and 
vice versa), and both temporal relations (simultaneous and t-1 lagged). 
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Fig. 1. (continued). 
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Interesting to notice, pre COVID-19 health anxiety neither did show off 
as significant risk factor for SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety in the present 
sample, whereas corresponding associations of pre-COVID-19 health 
anxiety with anxiety related to other severe diseases were indeed found. 
The latter result again undermines the stability of health worries in in-
dividuals with pathological health anxiety [52]. 

The results on SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety seem to contradict as-
sumptions on risk groups for heightened mental distress during COVID- 
19 (e.g., [24,25]) and predictions based on previously found strong as-
sociations between health anxiety and SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety in 
large-scale world-wide samples (e.g., [10–15]). Considering the small 
and naturalistic sample with many missing data, which was not 
balanced for any variables (e.g., age), all conclusions must be drawn 
carefully. Nevertheless, our findings challenge the assumption that re-
sults from the general population can be easily transferred to the “high- 
risk” group of people with pathological health anxiety, or, at least, to the 
majority of this group. 

Hypotheses on the observed divergences could be derived from a 
theoretical and an empirical perspective. People with pathological 
health anxiety, pre-pandemic, reported less fear of infections than of 
other diseases (esp. cancer and cardiovascular diseases) and assessed 
their risk of succumbing to infections as comparably high as people 
without a diagnosis of hypochondriasis [36,37]. Likewise, the studied 
sample was, pre-pandemic, mostly concerned with other diseases (e.g., 
cancer) and not with (virus) infections. Speaking in terms of the pre-
dictive processing framework [27,53], it is reasonable to assume that – 
pre COVID-19 – precise prior expectations regarding sensations existed, 
which drove active inference (e.g., body checking), and determined 
posterior perception (sensation = disease), especially when sensory 
input (bottom-up) was unprecise. The present study proposed that the 
COVID-19 pandemic due to its existential threat would trigger the 
building of new or the adaptation of old priors (e.g., breathing diffi-
culties = COVID-19) and provoke a fearful reaction in people with 
pathological health anxiety. However, the opposite assumption would 
be likewise worth considering and would better fit the results of the 
present study. Thus, one could also argue that old priors remain domi-
nant and dampen COVID-19 related affective responses. 

First, especially highly precise priors (as seen in people with patho-
logical health anxiety) would need many prediction errors to change. 
People with pathological health anxiety are known to have difficulties to 
disengage from a previous health threat [54,55], which is a core char-
acteristic of the diagnosis and pathogenesis of pathological health anx-
iety and led to several attention bias modification approaches (e.g., 
[56,57]). Possibly COVID-19 related sensations could, therefore, still be 
attributed to other diseases (e.g., breathing difficulties = lung cancer, 
headache = brain tumor), be realistically assessed as notable, but not 
“that severe” (in relation to one’s own risk), or even be neglected, which 
would dampen affective responses. Although only few studies have used 
ideographical stimuli so far, there is still some support of a stronger 
affective and cognitive response to personally relevant health threat in 
pathological health anxiety [58]. Supporting the hypotheses of a real-
istic assessment or neglect, people with pathological health anxiety do 
not differ regarding the assessment of “minor” diseases from people with 
anxiety disorders or “healthy” controls [59–61] and seem to partly 
neglect current medical disease burden in favor of other diseases [62]. 
Pathological health anxiety is, furthermore, mainly driven by cata-
strophic disease-related and little by non-catastrophic disease-related 
interpretations [63]. 

Second, a limited cognitive and emotional capacity could hinder the 
building/adaptation of priors or the mutual triggering of health worries. 
The majority of people with pathological health anxiety only fear one 
major disease and not many diseases simultaneously [36]. Neuro-
imaging studies also highlight the symptom-related activation of brain 
regions relevant for cognitive control in people with pathological health 
anxiety [64,65]. 

Third, the response to the COVID-19 pandemic could be affected by a 

self-focusing bias in pathological health anxiety. Individuals with 
pathological health anxiety are known to have a more restrictive health 
concept only regarding themselves and not regarding other people [66]. 
Although (pathological) health anxiety is linked to key mechanisms of 
contamination fears, such as disgust sensitivity and proneness (e.g., 
[70,71]), these results seemed to be less specific for hypochondriasis 
[68,69] and could be again attributed to concerns about one’s own 
health rather than about the health of others [70]. The severity of 
COVID-19 related mental distress, however, is also significantly affected 
by the risk assessment regarding other, e.g., loved people [13,21,71,72]. 

Fourth, the crucial importance of (external) triggers in the activation 
/ exacerbation of pathological health anxiety could be partly questioned 
[36,59] in favor of top-down processes [73]. Marcus [59], e.g., found 
that health-related triggers did not intensify anxiety in people with 
pathological health anxiety, but led to an approximation of the anxiety 
levels of less health anxious people to the levels of pathologically health 
anxious people. The COVID-19 pandemic as a global health crisis could, 
therefore, lead to a “global health anxiety pandemic” that is not that 
specific to people with pathological health anxiety. 

4.1. Limitations 

Some limitations of the present study should be mentioned. A non- 
validated, but previously used [10,11] instrument for the weekly 
assessment of anxiety was administered, which could have reduced 
convergent validity with related instruments (e.g., WI). The study was a 
single case study (with only 12 included participants and therefore 
limited power) and was carried out in a naturalistic setting and mainly 
during psychotherapeutic treatment. The fixed effects regression model 
adjusts for time-invariant unobserved variables but does not control for 
time-varying (unobserved) variables, which are not included in the 
statistical model. Regarding the COVID-19 pandemic, both external (e. 
g., development of the COVID-19 pandemic [e.g., increase/decrease of 
infection rates]) and internal (e.g., increase of reported somatic sensa-
tions) time-varying factors could have affected weekly anxiety ratings, 
but were not assessed or included in the analyses. Influences of a 
potentially more successful management (regarding death rates and in 
comparison with highly affected countries such as Italy) of the “first 
wave” of the COVID-19 in Germany on SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety 
should be likewise taken into consideration and could also reduce the 
representativeness and transferability of results. Additionally, we lacked 
a control group of people with no diagnosis of pathological health 
anxiety to compare the given results. Furthermore, we had a rather high 
missing data rate for certain participants, why we decided to repeat all 
analyses with a reduced sample comprising only patients with a 
maximum missing data rate of 50% (cases 1–10) or with no missing data 
(cases 1–5) on the weekly anxiety ratings. Previously drawn conclusions 
were confirmed in these analyses. 

5. Conclusion 

People with pathological health anxiety have been assumed to form a 
high-risk group for heightened mental distress during the COVID-19 
pandemic [24]. The present study, therefore, investigated the intensity 
and time course of SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety (compared to other 
health anxieties) in a naturalistic sample of 12 patients with patholog-
ical health anxiety throughout the “first wave” of the COVID-19 
pandemic in Germany. The studied sample on average did not suffer 
from high levels of SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety. No significant associa-
tions between SARS-CoV-2 related anxiety and concurrent and (t-1) 
lagged anxiety related to other severe diseases, and pre-COVID-19 
health anxiety were found. It appears therefore premature to assume 
that the significant association between health anxiety and SARS-CoV-2 
related anxiety, which was observed in the general population (e.g., 
[10,11]), can easily be transferred to people with pathological levels of 
health anxiety. The present study rather provided some indication of a 
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still persistent focus on pre-pandemically feared diseases. Considering 
the small and naturalistic sample of the present study, further research 
in bigger samples is needed to confirm the presented findings. 
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